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FOREWORD 
 

Medical Orderly/Ambulance Driver Oswald Dick, Friends Ambulance Unit 
 

Main sources for Oswald Dick’s account are taken from Ed Horlington’s book “Tell Them We Were Here” 
Chapter 26 & 29 and A. Tegla Davies’ “Friends Ambulance Unit” book/website.  Refer also to Tom Burns’ 
and Ronald Joynes’ archives for further similar detail. 

The Friends' Ambulance Unit (FAU) was a volunteer ambulance service, founded by individual 
members of the British Religious Society of Friends (Quakers), in line with their Peace Testimony.  The 
FAU operated from 1914–1919, 1939–1946 and 1946–1959 in 25 different countries around the world.  It 
was independent of the Quakers' organisation and chiefly staffed by registered conscientious objectors. 

The original trainees in the 1939 training camp issued a statement expressing their purpose: 

“We propose to train ourselves as an efficient Unit to undertake ambulance and relief work in 
areas under both civilian and military control, and so, by working as a pacifist and civilian body 
where the need is greatest, to demonstrate the efficacy of co-operating to build up a new world 
rather than fighting to destroy the old. While respecting the views of those pacifists who feel they 
cannot join an organization such as our own, we feel concerned among the bitterness and 
conflicting ideologies of the present situation to build up a record of goodwill and positive service, 
hoping that this will help to keep uppermost in men's minds those values which are so often 
forgotten in war and immediately afterwards.” 

     
 

      Lidbetter’s  FAU War Diary         FAU in Wolfsberg, 1945 
(not accessed as source material) 

             

FAU Shoulder Flash and Cap Badge 
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Extract from Mrs Frances Gwen Dick’s letter to the Brotherhood of Veterans of the Greek 
Campaign (dated 17 March 2015) 
 

“Ronald (Joynes) and Oswald Dick (my husband) were life-long friends and were together through most 

of their war service. 

 

Oswald was a member of the Friends Ambulance Unit.  As a student from London University he had 

joined the Cadets, and in 1938* went with a Voluntary group of the F.A.U. to help in the Russian/Finnish 

War, to help the Finns.  (Presumably this was a University vacation activity for him). 

 

The group were caught up in the start of the Second World War when the Germans overtook Norway**, 

and they were unable to get back home. 

 

They managed to get into Sweden, from Namsos and eventually made their way by various means to 

Egypt, and thence to Greece. 

 

I know they worked with their ambulances in Northern Greece, but were pushed South when the Germans 

overtook Greece, and Oswald was finally captured at Kalamata, trying to get the wounded men onto ships 

which were evacuating the British at Kalamata.  He was sent to Stalag 8B in Bavaria^. 

 

I am afraid I have little else I can tell you about Oswald’s service in Greece, as he talked very little about 

any of his time in the War.  After a long illness he died in 1979 (aged 64).” 

 
Archivist’s Notes: 
 

• *The Russo-Finnish conflict (also known as The Winter War) started on 30 November 1939 and 
continued till 13 March 1940.  Mrs Dick’s “1938” was probably intended to mean “1939” although, 
in reality, because of many logistical, administrative and political delays, it was in fact early 1940 
before the FAU managed to get into Finland. 

• **Invaded 9 April 1940 

• ^Stalag 8B was actually at Lamsdorf in Silesia (now Lambinowice, Poland), although it would 
appear that at least two members of the FAU were transferred to Stalag 7A at Moosberg, Bavaria 
(see Oswald Dick 4 – Post-Greece).  The reference is not very clear as to exactly whom or when. 


